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Abstract: The paper deals with parallel-machine and open-shop scheduling problems 
with preemptions and arbitrary nondecreasing objective function. An approach to des-
cribe the solution region for these problems and to reduce them to minimization problems 
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1 lntroduction 
We consider processing systems of two types: single-stage processing systems with par-
allel machines and multi-stage open-shop systems. For both processing systems a set 
of jobs N = { J1, ... , Jn} is given which has to be processed by a set of machines 
M = { M1, ... , Mm}. Following the traditional classification scheme introduced by Gra-
ham et al. [6], we denote the scheduling problem as a 1 ß 1 /, where a indicates the 
machine environment, ß gives the job characteristics or some additional assumptions, and 
'Y indicates the optimality criterion. 
In the case of a parallel-machine system all machines are identical and each job can be 
processed by any machine ( a = P). The processing time Pi of job Ji is independent of 
the machine. Therefore, in the problem P 11 F we have to construct a job order on each 
machine for which a given objective function F is minimal. If in addition all processing 
times are equal to 1 we choose the parameter ß by Pi= 1, i.e. the problem P 1Pi=1 1 F 
is considered. 
In the case of an open-shop problem (a = 0) all machines are different and each job 
Ji E N has to be processed by all machines of the set M, the sequence of operations being 
arbitrary. The processing time of job Ji on machine Mk is Pik· Here we have to determine 
a feasible combination of job and machine orders for which a given objective function F 
takes its minimal value. This problem is denoted by 0 11 F. In the problem 0 1 Pik = 1 1 F 
the processing times of all operations are equal: Pik = 1. 
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If preemption is forbidden, then a schedule s may be given by start times or completion 
times of all operations. If preemption is allowed, then we denote it by parameter pmtn 
in the ß-field. In this case any operation may be interrupted at any time moment and 
continued later on so that the sum of processing times of all parts of the operation is equal 
to the given value Pi or Pik· The schedule may be given by start times (or completion 
times) of all parts of the operations and by durations of these parts. 
The objective function F = F(C1(s), ... , Cn(s)) depends on the completion times 
C1(s), ... , Cn(s) of jobs J1, ... , Jn in the schedule s and it is nondecreasing in respect to 
each of its arguments, i.e. if for two schedules s and s' the condition Ci ( s) ::; Ci ( s') holds 
for all Ji E N, then the inequality 
F(C1(s), ... , Cn(s)) :S F(C1 (s'), ... , Cn(s')) 
is satisfied. 
To simplify further discussions we denote the problem P 1 pmtn 1 F as Problem A and the 
problem 0 1 pmtn 1 F as Problem B. Furthermore, Problem A' and Problem B' are the 
corresponding problems with the additional condition Pi = 1 and Pik = 1, respectively. 
We assume that n > m. 
To solve general parallel-machine and open-shop problems one can consider only so-called 
dense schedules. In a dense schedule any machine is idle if and only if there is no job 
waiting for this machine (see Barany / Fiala T. [2]). lt is evident that there exist optimal 
schedules for the problems A and B which belang to this dass. 
The main diffi.culty for solving problems with preemption in comparison with analogous 
problems without preemption is the following. The set of the dense schedules for problems 
without preemption is finite while the set of the dense schedules for the problems with 
preemption is uncountable. In the following we name the set of all dense schedules the 
solution region. We show that the solution region can be described by an union of polytopes 
of the same structure. Thus to solve initial scheduling problem we reduce it to a problem 
of minimizing function F on the solution region. 
The dimension of the constructed scheduling polytopes and the number of polytopes is not 
polynomial in n. Nevertheless our approach may be useful to solve scheduling problems 
with a fixed number of jobs .. Moreover, it is unlikely to construct a polynomial algorithm 
to solve the problems Plpmtnl 2:: wiCi and Olpmtnl L Ci if the number of jobs is unlimited 
and the number of machines is greater than 1 (the NP-hardness of thesee problems was 
proved by Livshits / Rublinecky [7], Bruno et al. [4], Du/ Leung [5]). 
Thus if initial scheduling problem is rather general (arbitrary processing times of operati-
ons, non-symmetric objective function), then the application of our approach is justified 
only for limited number of jobs. For instance, it may be usefull, to solve efficiently the pro-
blem Oln = 3,pmtnlF for F = 2:wiCi or F = LWiCf. On the other hand, if the problem 
is more specific, it can be solved efficiently. In particular, we investigate some properties 
of the unit-time problems and obtain the solutions of some problems with unlimited n. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present a technique for the description 
of the solution region of Problem A and Problem B. We show that these problems can be 
reduced to the determination of a global optimum on an union of polytopes. In Section 
3 we prove the equivalence between Problem A' and Problem B'. In Section 4 we demon-
strate how the results of Sections 2 and 3 can be applied for certain objective functions: 
symmetric functions and e-quasi-concave functions. The special cases of Problem A' and 
Problem B' when n = m+ 1 are considered in Section 5. Concluding remarks are presented 
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-in Section 6. 
2 The Description of the Solution Region 
In this paper we will use the notion "state" to describe any schedule. In frameworks of 
one state < h1 > all processes in the system do not change. So a schedule can be given 
by the sequence of states ( < h1 >, < h2 >, ... , < hq > ). Each state < h1 >, 1 ~ l ~ q, is 
characterized 
i) by the duration Tl 2'.: O; 
ii) by the set of jobs M = {Jip···,Jiv} ~ N, !MI = 11 ~ min{n,m}, which are 
processed continuously in this time slot; 
iii) by the set of machines M1 = {Mk 1 , ••• ,Mkv} ~ M, !Mil= IM!, which process jobs 
M within the state. 
When one state finishes and the next one starts following situations are possible: 
• the processing of some jobs from M may stop; 
• the processing of some jobs from N\M may start; 
• the machine processing certain job from M may be replaced by another machine. 
Now we split the set of the dense schedules S into n! subsets S(ii h, ... ,in) where 
(i1, h, ... , in) is a permutation of the job numbers 1, 2, ... , n. Class S(ii.i2, .. . ,in) contains 
those dense schedules s for which condition 
(1) 
is satisfied. To construct an optimal schedule s* for initial scheduling problem one can 
construct optimal schedules relating to each subset and then determine the global optimal 
schedule among these local optimal schedules. 
At first we consider the parallel-machine problem (Subsection 2.1) and then the open-shop 
problem (Subsection 2.2). 
2.1 The Solution Region of Problem A 
Now we describe an algorithm for constructing all dense schedules . s E 8(1,2 , ... ,n)· The 
idea is to construct at first such a special sequence of the states that condition (1) can be 
satisfied (it is realized by Algorithm 1). Finally we describe the complete model where 
the durations of the states are determined. 
Since in Problem A all machines are identical, it is not necessary to consider characteristic 
iii) of a state. So in Algorithm 1 only characteristic ii) is essential. lt means that two 
states < hi > and < hj > are considered to be different if M =/= M for i =/= j . 
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Algorithm 1 enumerates all pairwise different states in a special order. lt is obvious that 
number q of pairwise different states can be determined for n ~ m by 
q= f (:). 
v=l 
Clearly, the number of all states which contain job J1 is given by 
More generally, the number of all states which contain job J1 and do not contain any job 
Ji with i < l can be calculated as 
for 1 ~ l ~ n - m, 
for n - m + 1 ~ l ~ n. 
. n 
Observe that the overall number of pairwise different states q is equal to .E Ql· 
l=l 
Algorithm 1: Enumeration of all different states for the parallel-machine pro-
blem 
81: k:=l; 
82: for l := 1 to n do 
begin 
83: construct a set of states H1, IHil = q1, which contain job J1 and do not 
contain any job Ji with i < l. Order all states in H1 by nonincreasing 
cardinalities of the job sets: 
H1 := { < hk >, < hk+l >, ... , < hk+qi-1 >} with 
INh„ 1 ~ INh„+il ~ ... ~ INhk+q„-1 li 
84: k := k + q,; 
end. 
lt is easy to see that the complexity bound of Algorithm 1 is O{q). Fig. 1 represents the 
sequence of the states in the case of four jobs and three machines. We will discuss about 
the states marked by double rectangles later on. 
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Fig. 1 Enumeration of the states in the case of n = 4 and m = 3 in the class 8(1,2,3,4) 
Theorem 1 Let s be a feasible schedule from the class 8(i,2, ... ,n) and its sequence of the 
states differs from a sequence of the states of schedule s E 8(1,2, ... ,n) constructed by Algo-
rithm 1. Then there exists a transformation of s into s, and schedule s is not worse than 
schedule s, i. e. 
(2) 
Proof: The proof consists of two parts. Firstly we describe a transformation of s to a 
schedule without repetitions of the states. Afterwards we modify this schedule into s. 
1. Let schedule s E 8(1,2,.„,n) be given by the sequence of states {Gi, < hu. >, G2, 
< hu. >, G3 ), where Gi, G2, G3 are some subsets of the states. We construct a new 
schedule (Gi, G2, < hu. >, < hu. >, G3) in which two states < hu. > can be considered as 
a one state of langer duration. Observe that the completion times of the jobs remain the 
same or some of them may become smaller. 
Fulfilling such a transformation for all states that occur in s more than once we obtain a 
schedule without repetitions of the states. 
2. Consider now a schedule s without repetitions of the states. Time interval [O, C1 (s)] 
consists of states Hi and perhaps of some other states Gi in whichjob J 1 is not processed. 
If G i is empty, then we proceed with the next time interval. Otherwise we push all such 
states after the states Hi. lt decreases the completion time of job J1 and does not change 
the completion times of all other jobs. 
The next time interval [T(Hi), C2(s)] with T(Hi) = LlEHi T1, consists of states H2 and 
perhaps of some other states G2 in which job h is not processed. Applying the above 
shifting we decrease now the completion time of job J2 to the value T(Hi) + T(H2) and 
do not change the completion times of all· other jobs, and so on. 
After such a transformation is carried out to the time interval [2::i~i2 T(H,), Cn_i(s)], we 
obtain a schedule with the same job completion times like schedule s. lt may differ from 
the schedule s only by the order of jobs within each set H1, 1 s l s n. Reordering states in 
the obtained schedule within each set H 1 does not change job completion times and leads 
to schedule s. Since all transformations above do not increase completion time of any job, 
then condition (2) is satisfied. • 
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Theorem 1 means that we can restrict ourselves by schedules with the sequence of states 
constructed by Algorithm 1. Now we show that for Problem A the number q of states 
which are constructed in Algorithm 1 can be reduced. Consider state < h1 >E Hk which 
is connected with processing jobs .N,,, M ~ {Jk, Jk+i, ... , Jn}· Let call the state < h1 > a 
Juli state if JM J = min { m, n - k}, e.g. maximal number of jobs is processed within such 
a state. lt is easy to prove that for Problem A the following statement is valid. 
Theorem 2 Schedu.le s constructed by Algorithm 1 is a dense one iJ all its states < h1 >, 
1 ~ l ~ q, with nonzero dumtions (T1 > 0) are Juli states. 
Proof: Suppose s is a dense schedule and nevertheless there exists a nonfull state < h1 >. 
Then some job Ji E M is not processed within this state, some machine is idle within the 
same state and job Ji is processed later on within other states. Since all machines are 
identical, the job can be processed by this machine within state < h1 >. This contradicts 
to the definition of a dense schedule. • 
Therefore, it is possible to consider schedules consisting of full states only. In Fig. 1 
all nonfull states constructed by Algorithm 1 for the problem with three jobs and four 
machines are marked by double rectangles. In Fig. 2 these states are excluded due to 
Theorem 2. 
Jobs 
J4 
1 1 
J3 1 1 
1 1 
J2 LJ 
Ji 
1 1 1 1 
H' 'H'' H'• H'' t 1 1 2 1 3, 4 1 
Fig. 2 Enumeration oJ the Ju.ll states in the case oJ n = 4 and m = 3 in the class S(t,2,3,4) 
The number q' of different full states H' is limited by 
q' = (:) +m-1. 
Algorithm 1 can be easily modified to an algorithm which enumerates full states H', 
H' c H. To this end we split the set H' into subsets H:, l = 1, ... , n. As in Algorithm 1, 
states Hf contain job J1 and do not contain any job Ji with i < l. The number qf of the 
full states H{ can be calculated as 
for 1 ~ l ~ n - m, 
for n - m + 1 ~ l ~ n. 
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Thus we have to modify Step 3 in Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 2: Enumeration of all full states for the parallel-machine problem 
Sl: k:=l; 
SQ: for l := 1 to n do 
begin 
S3: construct a set of full states H;, IH:I = qf, which contain job 
11 and do not contain any job Ji with i < l; 
S4: k:=k+qf; 
end. 
Now we are able to calculate the durations of the states of the schedule s E S(l,2, ... ,n)· We 
construct a system of n linear equations which describes the processing of n jobs of the 
schedule s E S(l,2, ... ,n) under the condition that processing time of job Ji, 1 ::; i ::; n, is 
Pi· In this purpose we construct a (n x q')-matrix Z where each column Zj, 1 ::; j ::; q', 
describes the state < hj >: 
Zi . = { 1, if Ji is processed in the state < hj >, 
3 0, otherwise. 
So the duration of processing job Ji, 1 ::; i ::; n, within schedule s can be calculated as 
q' 
:E ZijTj, and this sum must be equal to Pi· Adding restrictions Tj 2 0, j = 1, 2, ... , q', 
j=l 
we obtain a mixed system of n linear equations and q' inequalities where the number of 
variables is equal to q': 
ZT p, 
T 2 0. 
Here T and p are the vectors of all Tj and Pi, respectively. 
(3) 
(4) 
To transform the objective function F{C1, C2, ... , Gn) into a function F(Ti, T2, ... , Tq' ), 
we construct the expressions for C1, C2, ... , Gn: 
q~ 
C1{s) = :E Tj, 
j=l 
. . . ' 
q' 
Gn(s) = :E Tj . 
j=l 
For the dass of the schedules Sci, ... ,n) the Problem A is transformed into the following 
optimization problem: 
\ min{F(T1, T2, ... , Tq') 1 ZT = p, T 2O}1 
To solve the Problem A one needs to consider all classes of the schedules S(ii ,i2 , •.• ,in) for 
all different permutations (i1, i2, ... , in) of job numbers 1, 2, ... , n. A new order of jobs 
for s(i1,i2, ... ,in) changes the right hand side of equations (3) and the minimizing function 
F(T1, T2, ... , Tq' ). The optimal schedule for the initial problem has to be selected among 
the schedules which are optimal in the classes s(i1,i2, ... ,in)· 
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Thus the solution region of the Problem A can be decribed by an union of polytopes. Each 
of them contains dense schedules of a certain class S(i i ,i2 , ••• ,in )· 
Observe that the problem is quite easier in the case of identical processing times and 
symmetric objective function. We remind that a function is symmetric if any permutation 
of its arguments does not change its value, i.e. 
F(C1, C2 . . . , Cn) = F(Ci 1 , Ci2, ... , Gin) 
holds for any permutation (i1, i2 , ... , in)· In this case we have to consider only one class 
of the schedules which defines one polytope. 
2.2 The Solution Region of Problem B 
To solve Problem B we again consider a set of the schedules in the classes S(ii ,i2 , ••• ,in) for all 
different permutations (i1, i2, ... , in) of job numbers 1, 2, .. . , n, and construct an optimal 
schedule for each dass. 
Algorithm 3 constructs a sequence of the states of schedules 8(1,2, .. . ,n)· lt is similar to 
Algorithm 1 which enumerates all q states (full and nonfull) because Theorem 2 is not 
valid for the Problem B. In addition Algorithm 3 assigns concrete machine number for 
each job from each state. 
Algorithm 3: Enumeration of all different states for the open-shop problem 
81: k:=l; 
82: for l := 1 to n do 
b~gin 
83: construct a set of states H1 as in 8tep 3 of Algorithm 1; 
84: k := k+q,; 
end. 
85: q := k; 
86: for l := 1 to q do 
begin 
87: m' := 1.MI; 
88: determine number r1 : 
if m' = m then r1 = m!; 
·r , th m' 1 m < m en r1 = (m-~')!; 
89: split state < h1 > into ri new states; 
810: assign the machine numbers to jobs .Ni: 
end 
if m' = m then enumerate all permutations of machine numbers 
1, ... , m; 
if m1 < m then enumerate all arrangements of machine numbers 
1, ... , m taken m'. 
Fig. 3 represents a sequence of states of the schedule sc1,2 , ... ,n) obtained by Algorithm 3. 
The complexity bound of Algorithm 3 linearly depends on number r of different states: 
( ) 
m-1 ( ) 1 _ n 1 n m. 
r - m m. + L m - l ( m - l) ! · 
l=l 
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Here two states < hi > and < hj >, i =J j, are different if M =J Nj, or if M = Ni and at 
least one job from M is processed by different machines within these two states. 
l3 l2l 3l 1l2l1l 3l 2l3l1l 2l 1I 
1 1 
J3 3 2 3 12 1 l213ll l3l 1l 2I l213Jll 311 l2I 
1 1 1 
J2 2 3 1 3 1 2 2 3 1 3 1 2 
1 1 
t ••• 21311131112 1 
Ji 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 3 3 
••• 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
l2 l3l 1l 3l 1l2I l3 l 2 l3 l1 l2l 1I l2l3l1l3l1l2I 
1 1 1 
l2 l3l 1l 3l 1l2l 2l 3l1l3l1l 2I 
1 1 1 1 
l1 l 1 l2l 2l 3 l311l 1l2 l 2 l3l 3l1 l 1 l2l 213 l 3 I • • • 
1 
1111121213131112131 
1 
1 
1 
121311131112 1 rm 
1 1 1 
1 111112121313 112131 
1 1 
fillTil 
Fig. 3 Enumeration of the states of the problem 03ln = 4,pmtnlF in the class S(1„„,n) 
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To determine the durations of the states of dense schedules from the dass Sc1„2, .. . ,n) we 
proceed in a similar way as in the case of Problem A. 
We construct a system of nm linear equations which describes fulfilling m operations for 
each job { J1, J2, . .. , Jn} within schedule s E Sc1,2, ... ,n) under the condition that processing 
job Ji E N on machine Mk E M needs Pik time. In this purpose we construct m matrices 
zk, k = 1, ... , m, of dimension n x r. Each column Zf, 1 s j s r, of matrix zk, 1 s k s m, 
describes state < hj >: 
z~. = { 1, if Ji is processed on machine Mk in the state < hj >, 
i1 0, otherwise. 
So the duration of processing job Ji, 1 Si Sn, on machine Mk within the whole schedule 
r 
s E Sc1,2, ... ,n) can be calculated as :E ztTj and it should be equal to Pik · 
j=l 
Adding restrictions Tj ~ 0, j = 1, 2, ... , r, we obtain a mixed system of nm linear equations 
and r inequalities, the number of variables being equal to r: 
pk 
' 
k= 1, ... ,m, 
T ~ 0. 
Here pk is n-vector of processing times of jobs N by machine Mk: 
( 
Plk ) 
pk= :2k . 
Pnk 
(5) 
(6) 
To transform the objective function F(C1, C2, ... , Cn) into a function F(r1, 72, ... , Tr), we 
construct the expressions for C1, C2, ... , Cn: 
r1+ ... +rq1 r1+ ... +rq2 
C1(s) = :E Tj, C2(s) = L 
j=l j=l 
For the dass of the schedules Sc1, ... ,n) 
optimization problem: 
... , Cn(s) = L r1 + ... + rqn Tj. 
j=l 
the Problem B is transformed into the following 
As in the case of the Problem A, the scheduling polytope costructed is a bounded set and 
its dimension is equal to r - n. 
To solve the Problem B one needs to consider all classes of the schedules S(ii,i 2 , ..• ,in) for 
all different permutations (i1, i2, ... , in) of job numbers 1, 2, . . . , n. The optimal schedule 
for the initial problem has to be selected among the schedules which are optimal in the 
classes s(i1 ,i2, ... ,in) . 
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2.3 An example 
Now we illustrate Algorithm 3 by the following example. Consider the problem 02ln = 
3, Pmtnl 2: wiCi. Processing times of operations and weights of the jobs are given by 
An optimal solution obtained by technique of Section 2.2 is represented by the following 
Gantt chart. 
Mi M2 
J3 1 1 
Mi M2 
J2 1 1 1 
M2 Mi M2 
Ji 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 t 
1 4 5 9 11 13 
Fig. 4 Optimal schedule for the problem 02ln = 3,pmtnl I':wiCi 
Applying the same technique for minimizing objective function F = 2: wiCf we obtain 
the same optimal schedule. 
3 The equivalence of Problem A' and Problem B' 
In what follows we consider two scheduling problems to be equivalent if there exists an 
algorithm which transforms any schedule Sa of the first problem into a schedule Sb of the 
second one with Ci(sa) = Ci(sb) for all jobs Ji E N. To transform arbitrary feasible 
schedule Sa of the problem Problem A' to equivalent schedule Sb of the Problem B' we 
define a splitting rule which is applied to all states < h1 > of schedule sa: 
• split the state < h1 > into m substates < hf >, < h~ >, ... , < hi > of equal 
d · i 2 m urations T1 , T1 , ••• , T1 • 
• assign the following machine order to each job Jir E N,, 1 ~ r ~ v: 
Ji1 : Mi -+ M2 -+ M3 -+ ... -+ Mm-i -+ Mm, 
Jfa: Mm -+ Mi -+ M2 -+ . .. -+ Mm-2 -+ Mm-i, 
Ji„: Mm-11+2 -+ Mm-11+3 -+ Mm-11+4 -+ ... -+ Mm-11 -+ Mm-11+1 · 
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The sequences of the machine numbers are obtained by cyclic permutations of numbers 
1, 2, ... , m. Since l.Ni 1 :S m, there does not exist a machine which processes two or more 
jobs simultaneously within one state < hf >, 1 :S l :S q, 1 :S k :S m. Now we are able to 
prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3 Problem A' and Problem B' are equivalent. 
Proof: lt is evident that any schedule Sb for Problem B' is a feasible schedule for Problem 
A' as well. For the transformation of an arbitrary schedule Sa to an equivalent schedule 
Sb the above described splitting rule is used. Let sa be given by the the sequence of 
states < hz > with durations Tz, 1 :S l :S q. According to the splitting rule each state 
< hz > is broken into m substates < hf >, < hf >, ... , < hi > of equal durations 
Tl= T? = ... = Tzm = ~ T1 and the corresponding machine orders are fixed. Now we show 
that each job Ji E N is processed by machine Mk E M with Pik = 1 within schedule Sb· 
Let Gi be the set of states < hz > in which job Ji is processed in initial schedule Sa • Then 
Pi = 2:: Tz = m. 
<h1>EGi 
If < hz >E Gi, then in schedule Sb job Ji is processed on machine Mk within one of the 
states < hf >, < hf >, ... , or < hi >, and the duration of such state is equal to ~Tz. So 
within schedule Sb the following holds: 
1 
Pik= L -71. 
m 
<h1>EG; 
Since for schedule Sa the relation 2:: Tz = Pi = m is valid, then Pik = ~ m = 1 is 
<h1>EG; 
satisfies. • 
The complexity bound of this transformation is equal to O(qm2 ), where q is the number 
of states with nonzero duration within schedule Sa· Figure 5 illustrates the transformation 
from the schedule Sa with n = 5 and m = 4 ~ven in a) to the schedule Sb, see b ). 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 ~ 2 ~ 4 
1 1 
< hi > : < h2 > : < h3 > 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5 .!. 3 
1 
< h5 > : 
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a) 
1 
J5 12131411 2131411 3141112 
1 
1 
J4 2 3 4 1 3141112 4111213 
J3 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 1121314 b) 
J2 4 1 2 3 4· 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 
J1 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
1 2 1 1 1 2 2 4 5 1 3 3 3" 3 3 
Fig. 5 Transformation of schedule Sa into a schedule Sb 
In this example it is impossible to construct an open-shop schedule sb without preemption. 
But there exists a wide dass of schedules Sa which can be transformed into equivalent 
schedules sb without preemption. This is the dass of so-called "integer-schedules" . A 
schedule is an integer-schedule if the start and finish times of all operations and of all their 
parts are integers. In this case all states of sa have integer durations. A transformation of 
an integer schedule Sa for Problem A' into an integer schedule Sb for Problem B' is proposed 
in Brucker et al. [3], (with the time complexity O(nm(lognm)2 )), and in Tautenhahn 
(12] (with the time complexity O(nmlog(n + m))). So if there exists an integer optimal 
schedule for Problem A', then there exists also an optimal schedule without preemption 
for corresponding Problem B'. A list of problems with this property is given in [3]. But 
in general it is not the case for the same problems if release dates and due dates are 
not integral, and for the problems with other objective functions. For such problems the 
splitting rule can be applied. 
4 On sufficient conditions for existing optimal schedule wi-, 
thout preemption for the problem with preemption 
In this section we consider nondecreasing objective functions ( the definition is given in the 
lntroduction). First we remind definitions of concave function, quasiconcave function and 
e-quasiconcave function (see Tanaev [11]). 
Let E'1' denotes the set of all n-vectors, and ~ denotes the set of all n-vectors with 
components from the set {O, 1, -1}. 
Function F(x),x = (x1,x2, ... ,xn), is concave, iffor any two vectors x(l),x(2) E E'1' and 
any number >. with 0 ~ >. ~ 1 the following inequality is valid: 
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Function F(x) is quasiconcave if for any two vectors x(ll, x(2) E EJ1l and any number ,\ 
with 0 $ >. $ 1 the following inequality is valid: 
Function F(x) is e-quasiconcave if for any vector x(1) E EJ1l, any vector e -E E8, numbers 
a {a > 0) and >. (0 $ >. $ 1) the following inequality is valid: 
F(..\x(l) + (1 - ..\)x(2l) ~ min{F(x(1l), F(x(2l)}, 
where x(2) = x(l) + ae holds. 
Due to the definition any concave function is quasiconcave, and any quasiconcave function 
is e-quasiconcave. lt is easy to get sure that there exist e-quasiconcave functions which 
are not quasiconcave, and there also exist quasiconcave functions which are not concave. 
lt is known (see McNaughton [8]) that there exists an optimal schedule without preemption 
for the parallel machine problem with preemption if F = L: WiCi. The most general result 
was established in [11]. lt was proved that there exists nonpreemtive opimal schedule for 
Problem A if F is an e-quasiconcave function. U sing Theorem 3 we generalize this result 
for Problem B' and thus we formulate a sufficient condition for existing optimal schedule 
without preemption for the problem with preemption. 
Theorem 4 If the objective function F of Problem B' is nondecreasing e-quasiconcave, 
then there exists an optimal schedule without preemption. 
Proof: Consider the equivalent Problem A' with the same objective function. Due to [11] 
there exists optimal schedule Sa without preemption. In this case the processing each job 
of such a schedule consists of only one state of length m. Due to Theorem 3 Problem A' 
and Problem B' are equivalent, and corresponding optimal schedule sb for Problem B' can 
be obtained by the splitting rule. Splitting each state of length m into m substates of 
equal duration gives m unit-time operations of the schedule Sb· • 
In Figure 6 the proof is illustrated by an example with n = 8 and m = 3. 
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Jis Jis 1 311121 
Ji1 Ji1 J 1 J 2131 
Ji6 Ji6 
1 
2
1
3
1
1
1 
J i5 Ji5 1 3 1 1 l 2 I 
Ji4 Ji4 l 1 I 2 1 3 I 
Ji3 1 Ji3 2 3 1 
Jfa 1 Ji2 3 1 2 
Ji1 1 Ji1 1 2 3 
1 1 1 
m 2m 3m t m 2m 3m t 
a) b) 
Fig. 6 Optimal schedules for the problems P3ln = 8,pmtnlF and 03ln = 8,pmtnlF if F 
is nondecreasing e-quasiconcave function 
Thus to construct a schedule sb which is optimal for Problem B' with e-quasiconcave func-
tion F it is necessary to choose suitable class S(ii ,i2 , ••• ,in) of the schedules, which gives op-
timal schedule for initial problem, i.e to choose suitable sequence of jobs { Ji1, Ji2 , ••• , Jin) 
for concrete objective function. For some objective functions such sequence of jobs can be 
easily defined. 
Consider Problem B' with objective function F = I: wiCi. Function F is concave, and so 
Theorem 4 can be applied for it. lt is evident that n! schedules s(1,2, ... ,n)' s(2,1, ... ,n)' ... , 
s(n,n-l , ... ,l) which are optimal in corresponding classes, give n! permutations of completion 
n 
times ( ci1, ci2, ... , ein). Linear form I: Wiµ. Ciµ. takes its minimal value for the sequence 
µ=1 
of jobs which corresponds to nonincreasing order of coefficients wi: Wi 1 ~ Wi2 ~ ... Win. 
So to determine the appropriate class of schedules S(ii,i2 , ••• ,in) it is necessary O(nlogn) 
elementary operations. The complexity of constructing optimal schedule Sa of the chosen 
class S(ii,h, .. . ,in) is O(n). The complexity of constructing equivalent schedule Sb for Problem 
B' using Algorithm 3 is 0( nm) since the number q of the states is equal to r ~ l · Thus the 
overall complexity is equal to 0( nm + n log n). The schedule constructed is represented in 
Fig. 6,b. lt is optimal for both problems 0 1 Pik = 1,pmtn 1Fand01 Pik= 1 1 F (with 
or without preemption). The problem without preemption was considered in Strusevich 
[10]. Our schedule sb is the same as the schedule constructed by algorithm in [10], the 
complexity bound being also the same. 
Thus Theorem 4 gives another foundation for algorithm in [10] and makes it possible to 
solve similar Problem B' with more complicated objective functions. For instance, function 
1 
F = I: wiCl is concave if k is a positive integer, k > 1, and so the same algorithm works 
as in the case of F = L:wiCi. So the schedule, represented in Fig. 6,b is optimal also for 
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1 
F = E wiC/' if jobs ( Ji,, Ji2, ... , Jin) are sequenced in nonincreasing order of coefficients 
Wi· 
5 The solution region of Problem A and B when n=m+ 1 
We consider problem Problem A' with n = m + 1 and show that the set of the dense 
schedules can be described by a mixed system of linear restrictions which defines {m - 1)-
simplex. Due to Theorem 3 analogous result is also valid for the corresponding Problem 
B'. 
Theorem 5 With respect to the class S(l,2 , ... ,n) the solution region of problem A' is an 
{m - 1)-simplex if n = m + 1. 
Proof: Construct a sequence of states for schedule s(1,2, ... ,n) using Algorithm 1 and exclude 
nonfull states (see Fig. 7). 
t 
Fig. 7 A sequence of states constrocted by Algorithm 1 for Problem A' 
Corresponding system of restrictions is 
m 
E Tl m, 
l=l 
m+k 
E r1 m, k 1,2, ... ,m, (7) 
l=I 
l#m-lc 
Tl > 0, 1,2, ... ,2m. 
Using first m + 1 equations one can construct relations for variables Tm, Tm+li ... , T2m: 
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Tm+l 
m-1 
m- :E Tf, 
l=l 
m-1 
m - :E 71, 
l=l 
m-2 
Tm+2 = :E 7l + 2Tm-l - m, 
l=l 
Tm+k Tm-k+l - Tm-k+2, 
{8) 
k = 3,4, . .. ,m. 
Because of the first two equalities Tm = Tm-l holds. Substitute the above relations in 
inequalities 7l 2 0, l = m + 1, ... , 2m. This gives equivalent system of restrictions: 
m-1 
:E 7l < m , 
l=l 
m-2 (9) 
:E 7l + 2Tm- l > m, 
l=l 
Tm-k+l > Tm - k+2, k = 3,4, ... ,m. 
lt is easy to see that inequality system (9) is equivalent to initial mixed system (7). From 
the first two inequalities we obtain the inequality Tm-l 2 0. Taking into account the last 
m - 2 inequalities of system (9) we conclude that inequalities r 1 2 0, l = 1, 2, ... , m - 1, 
of the initial system (7) which are absent in system (9) are also valid. 
Since the rank of the matrix of system (9) is equal to m - 1, the solution set of inequality 
system {9) is simplex. • 
The corner points of this simplex are: 
7"1 7"2 7"3 Tm-3 Tm-2 Tm-1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
m m m m m m 
m-1 m-1 m-1 m-1 m - 1 m-1 
m m m m m 0 m-2 m-2 m - 2 m-2 m - 2 
m m m m 0 0 m-3 m-3 m-3 m-3 
m m m 0 0 0 3 3 3 
m rW 0 0 0 0 2 2 
m 0 0 0 0 0. 
The remaining variables Tk, m ~ k ~ 2m can be calculated by means of (8) . 
Let us now consider traditional scheduling objective functions which are symmetric: Cmax 
and E C:,. Problem A' and Problem B' can be easily solved for Cffi{lX if one interchanges 
the set of jobs N and the set of machines M. lt gives the equivalent problems for which 
n < m. In this case the dense schedule of Problem A' consists of only one state with 
all jobs being processed. Corresponding dense schedule for Problem B' can be obtained 
by applying Algorithm 3, the overall complexity of constructing optimal schedule being 
O(nm). 
For Problem A' and Problem B' with n = m + 1 and criterion F = :E Ci the following 
property is valid. 
Theorem 6 If F = :E Ci , then all points of simplex (9) correspond to optimal schedules 
of Problem A' (or Problem B'). 
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Proof: We calculate completion times Ci of all jobs of N using expressions (8). Sum-
n 
marizing these values we obtain that F = L: Ci = m 2 + 2m. lt means that the value of 
i=l 
F does not depend on T1, ... , Tm- i, and so any point of the simplex defines an optimal 
schedule. • 
6 Concluding Remarks 
Investigations of polyhedral approaches to machine scheduling problems started ten years 
ago with the basic paper from Balas [1]. Afterwards a great number of publications ' 
appeared in this topic. Queyranne and Schulz give an extensive overview on the results 
obtained in these years in [9] with 104 references. These investigations are devoted mainly 
to single-machine scheduling problems without preemption. The scheduling polyhedron 
is defined as the convex hull of the vectors corresponding to feasible schedules. All these 
approaches differs from the results presented in this paper in the following: 
• - The scheduling polyhedron describes all feasible schedules, and it is unbounded. 
- The solution region describes a bounded subset of schedules, which contains 
"best" schedules. 
• - In the frameworks of polyhedron approach a feasible schedule is represented by 
a vector of the job completion times. 
- We represent a schedule as a sequence of the scrcalled "states" and this gives 
a possibility to describe not only single-machine schedules, but the open-shop 
schedules as well. 
• - Scheduling polyhedron describes nonpreemptive schedules. 
- In our approach points of the solution region correspond to feasible schedules 
with or without preemption. 
Finally, the sphere of application of our approach is not restricted to unit-time problems 
only. In future we are going to describe a polynomial-time algorithm for minimizing linear 
and quadratic objective functions for the problem Oln = k, PmtnlF when number of jobs 
n is limited and number of machines m is nonrestricted. 
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